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"I have to room with a freshman?!"Straight muscle jock David's girlfriend broke up with him and

kicked him out of their apartment. He has to move in to the very last dorm room available at

Stanford -- with his new roommate, Elias Chan, who at eighteen years old is already famous for

founding a successful dating website.David takes pride in showing off his muscle-god body and his

surfing skills to Elias, but he doesn't tell Elias that he was just dumped, nor that he desperately

wants to make himself attracted to women."I can't stop looking at his body."David stretches and lifts

in their dorm room and Elias catches himself staring. Back in high school, Elias was never

interested in girls. When he sees David casually doing chin-ups from the top bunk, Elias wonders

what could happen with a guy. David says he's straight, but his backstory is a bit off, and he takes a

bit too much pleasure in showing off his amazing muscle body to Elias."Let's surf."David tries to

impress a girl with his surfing skills, but he and Elias are just too good together in the water. David's

been scared to surf ever since Stacy dumped him, but with Elias, it's all just so natural."Partners in

business, partners in love."Elias's business is attracting all the right attention, and with David's

software expertise, there's a twenty-million-dollar investment deal coming. But David still wants to

prove that he's good enough for his ex-girlfriend, while Elias fears being pumped and dumped once

the novelty wears off for David.Back to School is a standalone gay college romance set in the San

Francisco Bay Area, with a feel-good HEA, hot surfing, and hotter loving.
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This is a story of roomies who become lovers. David a senior has to share a room with a freshman,

Elias. Elias created a website and needs David's help. What happens when sparks fly? And when

an ex tries to get involved?

Several points in the this book the writing indicate one thing is happening and the next something

completely different.In one scene the names are very mixed up to the point where you can't tell who

is doing or saying what and in one sentence one character does something/or says something to

himself when its clear that's not what's supposed to be happening.In the first surfing scene, there's

a point where David is on the board with Elias at his back. Then they switch. During the next surfing

scene, David tells Elias to get on the board and David will be at his back. They act like this is the

first time they have done this but they did it the last time they went surfing. Not sure if this is another

name error or a flub during a rewriting/ editing process or if the author just forgot what he wrote.Also

some of logistics of the sex scenes are just awkward either that or key details like major position

changes are being left out.I am not normally a nitpicker when it comes to minor editing errors. I

chuckle to myself when I read there and its supposed to be they're or similar small errors and then

move on. But when I have to reread the same page multiple times or flip back multiple chapters or

pages to try and clarify what is happening it really takes me out of the story...I also have a huge

personal problem with the ending especially when it comes to the reappearance of the ex gf. I find

the resolution completely unrealistic... (Spoiler ahead) If my current BF asked out and agreed to pay

for a trip to Paris with his exGF and his only explanation was that he wanted to feel like a real man. I

wouldn't be kissing him seconds later as if this is an OK thing to do.
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